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Lucky had always led a life of service. He had always put his life on the line for someone else,

managing to survive by pure luck and skill. After bringing an end to a multistate drug ring, he was

finally able to live the life he had wanted as a Last Rider. A good man would walk away and not

touch the curvy woman who had been tugging on his heartstrings. Lucky wasn't a good man.

Therefore the bad-ass biker in him had a choice: once again become the man he had pretended to

be and stake his claim or take the devil's highway.
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This is my least favorite of the books ... He was mean to her for quite awhile. When they finally end

up together, I didn't believe it. I didn't believe that he was so in love with her and thought she was

the most beautiful woman he ever saw. He was a jerk. I would agree with another about the

scripture -- it was a lot. I started to skim a lot if it. Then he was a pastor, left the church, came back,

left again -- geez, make up your mind. And what was the purpose of the dog ..... why did the dog

have to die .... The whole think with Bliss seemed a little off too. It was not a bad story, just not one

that I will re-read like I do all her other books.

I felt like I missed something reading this story.It starts out the this beloved, awesome H being a

complete d*ck to the h. So much so and for so long that you NEED him to suffer at her hands from

it. She needs to be able to tell him off, rub it in his face, get laid right in front of him...SOMETHING

that would make him feel like the complete douche he was.However, there was just a starting point



in the book where he decided he needed to do what he needed to do and that was be with her. I felt

like as the reader I wasn't privy to this information and therefore read about him basically saying

"okay, we're a couple now, put your church clothes on, let's go" and was like whaaaaaaa....?After

that it just very hard for me to believe that he wanted to be with her.I also don't like that it's totally

okay for the men to sleep with whomever outside of the club they want, but their women can't. Even

though the women don't belong to any members, they still can only sleep with members. Starting to

get to slim pickin's bein that we are on book 7, huh?Luckily a few new characters from other

characters were introduced.I don't really care about the whole Bliss thing as much as I did before (if

you don't know what I'm talking about, don't read this book - start at the beginning). I mean, she is

what she is, this shouldn't be news to the men at this point. If she decides to throw another tantrum,

then it'll be totally expected and not surprising at all. I think I could see her as redeemed. It's not like

I don't like her, she's just an idiot. Very hard to start caring for and rooting for a h whom you think

pretty much deserves everything they get and then some. But if anyone can pull it off it's JB. I mean

look at this book. She took one of my most anticipated H's and ruined him for me. So should be

pretty easy for her to do the opposite with Bliss.I do recommend this book. I think most will probably

like it. I just took more scrutiny to it because Lucky was the one I was really looking forward to and

really feel let down by his flippant personality.

This book is a HUGE departure from the rest of the series, so if you are expecting more of the Last

Riders shenanigans, you will be disappointed. There is a lot of scripture and there are many

conversations with and about God and it made me feel like religion was being shoved down my

throat, which I don't enjoy when I want to read a romance novel. I also did not really enjoy Willa's

character - she was such a doormat until one day when she explodes and it was like a major

change in character for a minute. The only part that was interesting, after reading the other books in

the series, was learning about the past relationship between Shade and Lucky and about how they

ended up together in the Last Riders. I have somewhat learned to overlook the bad grammar in

these books because I was interested in the story, but it was more difficult in this book, because I

wasn't enjoying the story as much.

In typical Begley fashion...this one 'rocks the socks off' in the bedroom, but I think the humor and

heart is what got me the most! Willa tops the list of favorite Last Rider heroines for me, and

Lucky....not bad...not bad at all! (He's no Knox or Train, but I like him...especially without his shirt

on!)Sassy, Smoking Hot, So much fun...and really heartfelt...LUCKY'S CHOICE is a winner for



me!Keep your mouth shut and hold on tight...hurricane Willa is COMING!!

So I have mixed feelings on this one, I did enjoy it but I think the author could have really made it so

much better...she had the tools to do so, she just didn't use them...I have loved Willa in all the past

books and was looking forward to reading about her and Lucky but everything kind of just went from

like 0 to sixty. In the beginning Lucky is staying away and then all of sudden his mind is changed

and boom they are dating and its 3 months later, then boom they are engaged and married. There

was like no build up. I would have liked to have seen Lucky have to work for it a little, maybe have

someone give him some competition and a run for his money. I think the kids uncle from Texas

would have been a great choice and maybe even the possibility of Willa going to Texas to make

Lucky realize what he wants. Even Moon and Rider could have been great competition which I

thought they might be but then really nothing Also I thought there would be some drama when the

creepy guy bought the house next door to Willa but again there was nothing. I thought it was

hysterical at how much money Willa had but she wouldn't buy anything unless it was on sale. I did

love what happened to Bliss cuz that was so well deserved, I can't stand her. Really want to read

Train and Killyama's story...hoping that story will be coming.
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